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Game Changer 

Our last commentary was in March when it appeared the world could be engulfed in a version of 
the Bubonic Plague. While very serious problems need to be addressed, many have been, and 
the situation is vastly improved. For investors, many things remain in varying degrees of flux 
including the economy, markets, valuations, and asset allocation models underpinning decision 
making. 

While the risk profile for investing is overall both improved and clearer, there remains an elevated 
level of uncertainty. Much is still in transition to whatever the “new normal” will be, not to 
mention the political dimension. The quantum leap of QE liquidity is clearly positive, but it is 
changing the relative merits of various asset classes, and in the case of Fixed Income, 
transforming it. 

Fixed Income Transformation 

Traditional Fixed Income (“FI”) had for decades three salient characteristics: 1) cash coupons with 
meaningful levels of recurring income, 2) price appreciation on a long term basis, and 3) periodic 
price volatility when rates gyrated (such as the 2013 Taper Tantrum or 2018 Fed Guidance 
Surprise. With rates now near the “zero bound”, FI has effectively transformed from a mainly 
cash income product to a price based one. The three key characteristics have been upended: 1) 
cash coupons at historic lows with absolute levels in some cases negligible, 2) the era of bond 
price appreciation likely over unless the Fed embraces negative interest rates  and 3) volatility is 
likely to increase with the shift to price, not coupon, driven total returns.  

This has major implications. First, the textbook “60-40” Equity / FI portfolio paradigm may no 
longer make sense, as the stabilizing cash component of FI diminishes. Second, with returns more 
price driven, in periods of volatility, equity and FI price moves are less likely to offset each other. 
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Third, with the prospect of limited price upside, investment models may need to become more 
proactive to realize gains versus holding paper profits, which may continue but may not.  

As it has been said, much FI is now more about “yield free price risk”. How much interest rate-
based price upside is there? Another problem is absence of a predictable stream of income to 
grow the base of investable assets, and/or to fund distributions. What can be done? 

Credit Risk & Hybrid Investments 

This transformation, effectively an identity change, affects all categories of FI. It is a large universe 
encompassing 1) pure rate products, mainly Governments (which have a flight to safety aspect), 
2) a wide variety of instruments with both rate and credit risk such as corporate bonds, and 3) 
pure credit ones such as Private Credit, especially Broadly Syndicated Loans (“BSLs”), which are 
floating rate). The compression of rates has put increased focus on credit returns, and the so-
called “search for yield” is standard market vernacular. But traditionally many FI products had 
not only attractive cash yields, but also offered safety with a high probability for the return of 
invested capital. Where can this combination of attractive cash return and safety be found today? 

Hybrid investments, which are assets not tethered to low rates and can deliver attractive returns 
but typically require long-term investment, are an attractive option. An example could be 
combining elements of PE type returns plus ongoing cash (the opposite of J curve investing) 
and/or ones that may have volatility from time to time but are stable over the long haul. 

We think the best Hybrid Investment candidate is the BSL asset class with its unique combination 
of safety, attractive ongoing cash distributions and liquidity. 

Broadly Syndicated Loans- Superior but Misunderstood 

BSL’s unique combination of attractive attributes are misunderstood by many investors. 

First, what are BSLs? 

Its hallmarks are safety, contractual cash payments, and liquidity. 
BSLs are originated by banks to a diverse borrower universe of over 1,000 borrowers at the core 
of the US economy. 
 
Each is secured by the borrower’s assets, has capital structure seniority, and is structured by a 
bank to be repaid in event of borrower adversity, with ability to foreclose on a borrower’s 
business/assets. In such event, the BSL is repaid first. Many BSL investors reflexively sell when a 
loan’s credit worthiness downshifts. Ironically, this is exactly when the seniority and security of 
BSLs have the most value, so retaining the asset in many cases produces a better outcome. 
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More importantly, BSLs have explicitly scheduled contractual interest payment and repayment 
obligations. These can be forecast, including downside scenarios. Distributions to investors occur 
quarterly, like clockwork. 
 
BSLs are issued and traded in a private market which is liquid. For investors, a key point is that 
BSLs are not dependent, like many assets, on a sale for return of principal. These can be held until 
repayment, and due to prepayments from deleveraging and/or M&A, have a 3-year average life 
despite a 7-year final maturity at issue. 

All BSLs are rated by S&P and Moodys and are floating rate.  
  
So why misunderstood? 
 
For several reasons. 

1. One or many? There is a wide misimpression that individual BSLs are the Asset Class. Not so. 
Portfolios of BSLs constitute the Asset Class. By analogy, consider a single individual versus a 
population. 

A diverse portfolio of BSLs, which are all senior and secured, creates the 1st layer of safety. This 
multitude of loans generates a large collection of individual net income streams, which in turn 
creates the 2nd layer of safety, as these cash flows amply absorb realized losses that occur without 
affecting invested capital. 

Importantly, a BSL portfolio’s aggregate net income stream constitutes a consolidated “credit 
spread” that averages mid-single digit, cash on cash, returns (excluding realized capital gains) over 
time. Together with the floating LIBOR reference rate (when not close to zero like now), it 
produces an even more attractive cash yield. 

While individual BSLs can be risky, indeed some extremely so, a BSL portfolio is the opposite. It 
delivers safety, predictable cash returns, and the benefits of liquidity. The combination and results 
of the interactions of these factors of course depends on the manager and specific strategy 
involved. Generally speaking, it is a great fit for long-term FI investors. 

2. Market Price Myopia. Instead of focusing on the annuity aspect of safe, steady cash flow that 
is characteristic of BSL portfolios, many investors measure and value them, and strategies 
incorporating them, on a Mark-to-Market (“MtM”) net asset value basis. While important 
information, this only reflects the liquidation and/or cost of re-balancing a portfolio, not the 
value, which is the dependable future cash flow. 

Relatedly, performance is typically measured against BSL price indices (which comprise all BSLs 
including poorly performing ones). 
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MtM values and index benchmarks do make sense for high turnover trading versus cash flow BSL 
strategies, and where investors require an option to redeem. This short-termism can arguably 
produce value creating strategies during moments in time but does not harness the safety and 
cash flow benefits that BSL portfolios produce over time. For medium and long-term investors, 
MtM is good information and necessary for aggregated fair value reporting, but this is 
supplemental from a performance measurement standpoint.  

The importance of liquidity cannot be understated. The fact that both individual and portfolios of 
BSLs can be bought and sold is a big plus as it enables proactive risk management and portfolio 
optimization (an option not available to Direct Lending, BSL’s Private Credit sibling). The core of 
the BSL Asset Class is the safety and multi-year stream of contractual cash flows that diversified 
portfolios generate. These attributes of safety and robust cash coupons historically defined 
traditional FI and are still available with BSLs.  

3. Is there any Alpha? A third misconception is that BSLs are vanilla assets without alpha 
opportunity. This can be true for public side investors who all have the same information. Private 
side investors can access much of the confidential information underpinning the underwriting of 
BSLs by banks, including cash flow projections, and more importantly, access to borrower 
managements and owners. A key benefit of Private Credit is that loans are not securities, but the 
advantages of non-public information are available only to the private side of the investor base.  

Past and Future Performance 
 
Just how risky? BSLs are the only proven “Full-Cycle” Private Credit Asset Class, and the largest 
totaling @ $ 2 Trillion, of which > $ 1.2 Trillion is held by non-bank investors. It was one of the 
best performing of all asset classes through the 2008 financial crisis / 2009 Great Recession, and 
since. The performance of future vintages is likely to be strong, and better than before, including 
the fact that the credit quality of the average BSL borrower has been improving over time.  
 
Using Leverage 

Repayment from cash flow, not lower prices. Many investors use leverage at the fund and/or the 
enterprise level to increase returns. Many do not but are considering it given the prospects for 
future returns of FI and other asset classes. 
 
Most agree that when employing leverage, it is preferable to not have market value triggers that 
force asset liquidations if the loan to value ratio test is breached by reduced asset prices. 
 
While such “margin loan” financing is widely available, so is cash flow-based financing. With the 
former, market prices of the underlying assets dictate the repayment schedule, whereas with the 
latter it is the portfolio cash flows. 
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Amplifying a good thing. BSL strategies in particular can benefit from such leverage as it magnifies 
the underlying asset class attributes of safety, predictable cash coupons and liquidity. The best 
example of this, but not the only one, are CLOs. These have long-term match funded debt without 
market value triggers, and cost substantially less than the consolidated BSL portfolio “credit 
spread” described above. Attractive financing is available in many forms to leverage BSL 
strategies, including versions of CLOs using less leverage. 
 
“Not invented here”. One reason BSL strategies using leverage are not more widely adopted is it 
does not fit most asset allocation parameters. If a strategy has leverage, then the junior capital 
layer is technically equity, so how does that fit in a FI allocation? The cash on cash returns may 
be attractive, but the individual BSL daily prices can change, creating volatility, even if this is not 
representative of returns. These can be “letter versus spirit of the law” reasons, that can exclude 
consideration of solutions capable of producing desired results. 

Now may be the time to reconsider asset allocation parameters. Perhaps the definitions should 
be shaped by those that can achieve target outcomes, versus those becoming ancient history. 

Credit Cycle & Market Conditions 

Credit cycle surprise. To widespread relief the credit cycle downturn has been less severe than 
expected, as have market conditions. Quantum QE has been the prime mover which forestalled 
a possible panic and continues to support many markets and asset classes. Some are explicitly 
targeted, such as bonds downgraded to High Yield, and are big beneficiaries, while BSLs, which 
are not, have benefited indirectly. 

But there has been widespread credit deterioration across all forms of credit especially smaller 
enterprises, together with a repricing of most credit assets. This has impacted existing strategies, 
but it is an opportunity for new ones. 

In the case of BSLs, counterintuitively, this is an excellent time to invest. 

Why? Two reasons - less risk and more return. 

Greater clarity. First let me clarify that credit risk comprises two elements. One is financial risk, 
such as the amount of leverage, nature of covenants if any, how cash flow is presented (so-called 
EBITDA addbacks), etc. These are visible and hiding in plain sight. The other is basic credit risk 
that drives the fundamentals-based performance of any borrower. This is generally opaque and 
reflects sector/industry factors, specific business models, value proposition, elasticity or 
stickiness of demand, competitive positioning, and other critical fundamental factors. Most 
important is management competence and integrity plus ability to manage unexpected change. 
The shock and reality of dealing with the Covid-recession has made each borrower’s situation 
plain to see. 
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This performance, especially unprecedented changes to consumer behavior and spending, has 
made basic credit risk more visible. This makes risk management and investment selection 
decisions more informed.  

More return for risk. On a go forward basis for new investments, while the degree of risk is more 
transparent, which is a huge plus, the full spectrum of borrower credit risk- the good, the less 
good and the not good, all provide more return. 

This was depicted in the path of prices for both BSL new issue and secondary loan trading since 
mid-March. 

First prices plummeted, then stabilized with Fed actions. Afterwards, depending on how the 
recession, and especially social distancing, affected borrowers, prices re-traced most, but not all 
the prior declines. Almost all BSLs still trade at a meaningful discount to their prices before March, 
and indeed, are lower than levels prevailing for most of the last decade. New issue loans likewise 
offer more return. 

The BSL market, like others, reflects the interplay of three basic factors - fundamentals, supply & 
demand technicals, and sentiment. In late 2Q we had initially panic selling, which stopped with 
the Fed QE backstop and the fiscal injection. This was followed by several months when 
technicals dominated, as investors right sized portfolios to adjust for credit deterioration where 
that occurred. For BSLs, approximately 70% of investor (non-bank) holdings are in CLOs, and this 
was dominated by reducing CCC and Caa rated loans, due to many downgrades. Credit 
fundamentals now dominate, and prices are higher, but still meaningfully discounted, as 
expected, given the ongoing uncertainties on the depth and length of the recession. 

Many compare 2020 to the Financial Crisis and Great Recession. They could not be more different 
despite unprecedented Fed and fiscal actions in both cases. What we just had was more like a 
Tsunami… fast, furious and with devastating aftereffects for many, but for not all. The latter was 
a “one-size fits all” recession with the slowest recovery ever. Hopefully, the recovery in this cycle 
will be rapid which may be the case with a successful vaccine. 

Step shift increase in returns. Given the improved risk clarity with most BSLs, and higher risk 
adjusted returns, this senior secured diversified portfolio asset class is a compelling opportunity 
for long-term investors. The entry point now is good, and we expect this opportunity to continue 
through next year and maybe longer. 

AGL Update 

As I reported in March, we re-underwrote all investments on cash flow projection basis for a 
severe recession. We have continued to do so with good results. First, we estimated what loans 
could experience meaningful deterioration in the future and we reduced and exited many 
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investments. Helpfully there is plenty of bank and rating agency research on manager fund 
performance and AGL’s portfolios show very well. 

At the same time, we determined that many borrowers were performing satisfactorily and some 
even better. These became investment candidates, both loans already in AGL funds and new 
ones. AGL’s incremental investment activity was significant, and fund $AUM doubled from 
approximately $2 Billion in March to over $4 Billion now. We thank our many investing partners 
for this support and mutual opportunity. 

This commentary was long overdue, and we hope you find it useful. 

Thank you, Best, Peter 

 

 

 

 


